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The paper presents a continuation in the series of works devoted to the acute 
problems of energy use management in different periods of economic transition in the 
CEE countries. Research carried out by the team of scientists has resulted in creation 
of modern management methods. In particular, unitary indices were worked out which 
connect the consumption of energy carriers and environment pollutions in a definite 
time period and the values of production (services) realised in this period.  

The cooperation of researchers from different countries has given rise to the 
ICEEP (International Center of Energy and Environment Policy), where under 
research are issues of the risk management in the conditions of informational 
uncertainty, non-knowledge, as well as dynamic and stochastic behaviour of systems 
(processes). The main emphasis in the methodical approaches is given to the complex 
(strategic) thinking, which would be necessary for establishment of global regulations 
in the scope of energy and environment conservation.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Despite the great diversity of national economies, a thorough analysis 
reveals similar tendencies in their development (social aspect included). At the 
same time, it is obvious that the solution of problems stemming from the 
mentioned tendencies requires very different methodical approaches. Nowadays, of 
especial importance become such issues as progress of knowledge, choice of the 
most promising directions of scientific research, intensification of particular 
research, development of innovations, etc.; in full measure this is related to the 
sphere of energy and environment conservation. In this connection the following 
tendencies should be given primary attention: 

1. General (though diversified) growth in the world population: minimal (even 
negative) population increase in the developed countries and great 
population increase in the economically poor countries. 

2. Growth in the global market caused by the world’s economic development, 
which necessitates involving complex systems’ methods (e.g. complex 
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thinking) and implementing the global principles for socially-economic 
development. 

3. Acceleration of socially-economic changes (supported by competition), and 
increase in importance of strategic socially-economic analysis of stochastic, 
fuzzy, etc., phenomena in their dynamics. 

4. Development of the information- and service-society and, therefore, the need 
for additional information and its reliability. 

5. Uneven development of social prosperity in different countries of the world, 
especially as concerns the incomes in particular societies and professional 
groups; ambiguous evaluation of the work realised by different professional 
groups which are directly involved in the realisation of concrete products or 
services; competitiveness on the scale of a country and an enterprise; and 
educational level of each country and enterprise. 

6. Limitations on the access to raw materials, especially to food, fuels and 
water. 

7. Increase in the environmental pollutions, especially from dusts, emissions of 
waste gases (SO2, NOx, CO2, etc.), dirty water, and so on.       
As a result, in the analysis of a particular system of necessity becomes to 

take into account: a greater number of appropriate parameters and connections; the 
difficulties of acquiring appropriate information (especially with a definite 
certainty degree); the general character of uncertainties and risk in socially-
economic problems existing in reality. Consequently, real systems met in the 
socially-economic praxis are described using oversimplified approach. Therefore it 
is necessary: 

• to develop the methods for optimal simplification of complex systems, and 
• to carry out the sensitivity analysis of the potential influence of appropriate 

parameters and connections on the characteristic sizes of a discussed system. 
It is timely to change the obsolescent methods of thinking and concentrate 

more on the following: 
1. Use of complex (on a system's scale, ecological, cybernetic, strategic) non-

linear thinking. 
2. Consideration of parameters and connections (which could be not only 

deterministic but also of stochastic, fuzzy, etc. quality) in their dynamics. 
3. Taking account of important external implications from: economic crimi-

nality; ever growing tendencies to use exaggerations when estimating real 
situations; non-knowledge; and the most influential concomitant phenomena. 
It should be noted that in the past the development of knowledge was mainly 

oriented to the technically-scientific research, and the system thinking was ignored; 
in the economic praxis and in the applied science the linear thinking dominated. 

Being useful in the past, such simplifications became a serious handicap to 
the development of knowledge and especially of complex thinking. Recently, the 
scope of using simplified thinking has noticeably decreased. 

2. METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT OF ENERGY AND  
ENVIRONMENT CONSERVATION 

The general situation described above has given rise to the predominant use, 
in the sphere of energy and environment conservation, of energy saving and 
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environmental pollution values as the most important criteria. Therefore the 
primary attention should be given to the energy and environment saving activities − 
those directed towards reducing the consumption in this sphere and determination 
of potential projects (having real chances for realisation) which would allow 
achievement of concrete energy carriers’ saving and acceptable pollution level. 

It is especially important to concentrate on the activities that improve the 
energy efficiency and, as a result, also environmental saving effects in the scope of 
processes existing on different management levels (i.e. definite  technological 
operations, concrete technological processes at the level of an enterprise, a 
socially-economic organisation, etc.) in the major branches of economy (industry, 
building, municipal economy, transport, agriculture, etc.); touching the whole 
national economy, international organisations and the world economy. 

In our research it was proposed to use the unitary indices for consumption of 
energy carriers and environment pollutions, defined as quotients of consumed 
energy carriers or emitted pollution in a definite time period, and the values of 
production or services realised in a definite time period.  

However, in the economy practice such indices evaluated for different time 
periods are sometimes widely varying, since in reality different fluctuations in the 
energy and environment consumption occur whose character can be deterministic 
(e.g. operative organisational changes), probabilistic (e.g. probabilistic changes of 
workers’ behaviour), stochastic (e.g. process fluctuations) and fuzzy (e.g. para-
meters which can only be defined by an ambiguous method). 

With the mentioned obstacles taken into consideration, the research into the 
energy and environment conservation issue, especially as related to the (quasi)-
technological processes in which the consumed energy and environment can be 
described by “stochastic- stationary” functions, has developed using the ordered 
diagrams of the mentioned functions, which illustrate the repetition rate of a 
concrete parameter value in a defined time period and the density diagrams of 
concrete parameter variations from average in a defined time period.  

The research carried out in this scope has stressed that the causes of the 
discussed variations in concrete parameters have not only probabilistic but also 
deterministic character, and therefore also the relevant diagrams for the ensuing 
time periods are to assume another form. 

The background for such a situation lies in the processes (dynamic, 
stochastic, etc.) existing in concrete production and services; only in special cases 
the assumption is allowed that the discussed function has a stationary character 
(since only the so-called stationary-ergodistic functions have the quality that the 
probability of a concrete incident is equal to that of a timely arisen incident) and 
the difference in the production (service) values is the measure of precision at 
determination of the consumed energy and environmental pollution values. 
Therefore a probable dispersion zone should be determined for the discussed 
diagrams at different time moments. In other words, in the real praxis all deter-
mined values of consumed energy or environmental pollution are to be treated as 
those of uncertainty size. Such quality characterises not only the energy and 
environment consumption processes, but all other socially-economic phenomena. 
We are therefore dealing with a commonly accepted thesis − “one is certain that all 
is uncertain”. This thesis means that it is impossible to liquidate uncertain pheno-
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mena completely, so we should learn how to cope with uncertainties of real life, 
and use the methods allowing simplification of complex systems commonly 
existing in reality. 

3. IMPLICATIONS OF COMPLEX THINKING 

Development of knowledge and especially experience acquired while 
studying real systems (processes) make it possible to initiate complex research 
(based, in particular, on opinions and judgements) into socially-economic 
problems. To the fore is now brought the so-called complex thinking. The current 
situation activates the creation of new promising methods for management of 
systems (processes), also in the sphere of energy and environment conservation, 
where most efficient realisation of complex thinking could be expected. 

At the same time, extension of the scope of complex analyses and 
judgements as related to concrete socially-economic problems is connected with 
fundamental structural changes in the discussed problems, so of primary im-
portance becomes the so-called system (process) thinking. Such thinking is based 
on consideration of the systems (processes) as certain elements within a discussed 
problem; their behaviour functions (in relation to changes in the parameters having 
influence on the structure of a discussed problem), as well as their internal and 
external (i.e. related to a system's surroundings) connections. 

The use of complex thinking favours creation of more complicated models 
of definite systems (processes), also in the scope of energy and environment 
conservation. Such models allow achievement of better approach to diversified 
systems existing in reality. 

This means that the number of parameters and connections in the relevant 
models is ever increasing, which would allow taking account of not only 
deterministic and probabilistic but also fuzzy sizes. In the late 70-ies of the past 
century a theory of fuzzy sets was created, which is intended for consideration of 
diverse qualities intrinsic to the real systems (processes). 

Currently, a great number of algorithms exist for various model structures 
and concrete conditions, which is connected with increasing need for the in-
formation to be applied to concrete models; simultaneously, additional difficulties 
arise owing to the necessity to take into account also their uncertainty degrees. 

All before mentioned problems in the scope of energy and environmental 
conservation have one common property: increase in importance of uncertainties, 
which means that models with reduced complexity should be created. In other 
words: there are needed new methodical approaches; namely, those allowing 
choices of appropriate parameters and connections (also as relates surroundings of 
a discussed problem) based on which a model structure could be shaped that would 
reflect best the quality of a real system (process). 

Therefore, of primary importance have become opinions (judgements) about 
the newly-arisen uncertainties resulted from simplifications introduced at 
modelling a real system (process).       

Special attention must be paid to comparisons with the research results for 
other models and to the methods helpful in evaluation of the relative weight of 
definite uncertainties in a discussed system (process). 

Methodical approaches of the kind should be based on the sensitivity 
analysis of a real system (process) as the whole − that is, sensitivity of its charac-
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teristics to potential parameters and connections. In such an analysis it is necessary 
to take into consideration fluctuations of all chosen (for describing the charac-
teristics of a discussed system) parameters and connections, as well as implications 
of newly introduced or previously ignored parameters and connections. 

Also a greater attention − not only in this scope but in all complex thinking 
considerations − must be given to the implications of the so-called indirect 
phenomena resulting from a concrete production or service technology and local 
conditions (both internal and external). As most important for the energy con-
servation in a particular technological process are the environmental concomitants. 
To such effects belong all environmental pollutants that arise from different dusts; 
waste gases (CO2, SO2 , NOx, etc.) from burning; noises; constant wastes and water 
heating. As we know, these environmental pollutants are detrimental to the life of 
our world; in view of vital importance of relations between the life systems and the 
environment as well as owing to the development of “ecological” scientific 
research it became usual to call such thinking “ecological”. 

From the methodical point of view, the bulk of attention should receive 
parameters and connections which cause great difficulties at their modelling and 
quantification, especially when we try to describe environment conservation pro-
cesses (the relevant sizes are called: common volumetric, dynamic, stochastic, 
fuzzy, uncertain, and non-linear). 

Recently, it is much discussed about the so-called greenhouse effect as a 
source of climate changes worldwide. A considerable proportion of this effect 
results from emitted CO2 gases arising from burning of primary energy carriers. 
Therefore of primary importance has become scientific research aimed at better 
quantification of the relations between the atmospheric temperature changes and 
the resultant (mainly negative) implications. Especially important in this scope is 
quantification of two sources of world climate change: the variations in solar 
activity and the greenhouse effect (see J. Barkans.: On the Global Climate Change). 

Independently of the results of about mentioned scientific research, 
significance of energy conservation is undisputed; it even will rise in relation to 
that of other activities involved in technological processes. 

4. CONCEPTION OF THE RATIONAL ENERGY USE 

Analysis of the primary energy supply risks in several OECD countries gives 
an emphatic picture (see Fig. 1) of the actuality and importance of this problem. 

This figure shows that, for example, in Germany the risk of primary energy 
supplies has increased notably since the late1970s, and has more than doubled 
between 1990 and 2007. In the international comparison, only Italy and Poland 
currently post a higher vulnerability index at the primary energy level. The 
situation is considerably better in the UK, France, Sweden and the US. The main 
reason for Germany’s elevated supply risk is its growing dependence on imported 
energy and the associated rise in demand for imports from supply regions with high 
or growing geopolitical risks. Germany’s impressive energy efficiency record and 
excellent energy infrastructure have done much to reduce its vulnerability at the 
end-user level. Still, supply risk at the end-user level did increase by around 
18 percent between 1990 and 2007. To avoid further increases in the future, it is 
essential that investments be directed at ensuring the ongoing maintenance and 
expansion of these energy systems. 
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All socially-economic activities need energy; therefore it can be stressed that 
the use of energy is the imperative condition for them to be realized. As universal 
criteria for all activities of the kind the unitary indices of consumed energy can be 
used. The application of such universal criteria would be helpful since the 
measurements of energy consumption are relatively precise. 

The universal character of the energy use has led to the situation when of 
importance become  not only energy saving effects owing to concrete activities, but 
also other concomitant effects, especially technological (built in the quantitative 
and qualitative indices of definite products and services); transport of substances 
(solid and fluid materials, gases); climate heating/cooling, and so on.   

As a result of complex thinking, already in the 70s of the past century a 
conception of rational energy use (both in Central and Eastern Europe) was 
created. 

According to this conception, the aim of rationalisation is achievement of a 
concrete effect with the minimum outlay, or, with a definite outlay to achieve the 
maximum effect; activities that meet these conditions are called optimal. 

Recently, these basic conditions have been defined more precisely (J. Mich-
na et al.): though all participants in the market competition try to use these 
conditions, the achieved effects can be very different, since both the internal and 
external conditions can have different influence on a discussed activity. Therefore 
it is advisable to use the criterion of success for a definite rational socially-
economic activity: to achieve better results from it than those achieved by potential 
competitors. 

As concerns strategic thinking, it is ever increasing in importance; the aim of 
such thinking is more and more directed towards achieving success not only in a 
general but also in the strategic sense. When processes or enterprises possess such 
capacity they are considered as economy units with survival ability, in analogy 
with living systems (processes). Especially useful is such methodical approach in 
the organisation and realisation of activities which are characteristic of sustainable 
development.  

Currently, steep changes in the structure and characteristics of definite 
systems (processes) are observed; mainly, they result from the already mentioned 
sharpening of competition as well as from technical, organisational, and manage-
ment development. These tendencies have also stressed the significance of 
dynamic problems and appropriate methodical approaches, especially those helpful 
for identification of new uncertainties arisen in this scope. At the same time, this 
has, after all, caused additional difficulties at describing the characteristics of 
appropriate systems and processes. Especial stress must be given to the increased 
use of differential equations that are in principle non-linear, which earlier were 
simplified to linear ones in order to allow description of the so-called transient 
states of technological processes (the energy and environment conservation sub-
processes included). 

The large-scale computerisation has essentially simplified the past appro-
aches, allowing at the same time more penetrating descriptions of phenomena 
observed in reality. This also made it possible to search among the so-called 
chaotic problems existing in the operation of the machines and facilities related to 
the energy production and environment conservation, which affect the decision 



making processes in this sphere. Increased interest in the real dynamic problems of 
energy and environment consumption processes has caused also interest in the so-
called living systems (processes), especially as concerns possibilities to use the 
experience of such systems (processes) for efficient changes in the currently 
applied technical, organizational and management methods and facilities. 

Of especial promise are methods related to the self-regulated (relatively 
independent) subsystems of the discussed technological systems; in this sphere 
efficient innovations could be expected. They have also enabled a higher level of 
strategic thinking as related to diverse aggregated socially-economic systems 
(processes), and particularly to those including energy and environmental sub-
systems (sub-processes). In other words, it could be stressed that nowadays a great 
scope exists for using the experience of natural systems and extending the methods 
of complex thinking for the phenomena of the whole Universe. Such thinking is 
called cybernetic. In the research carried out in this direction (J. Michna et al.) it 
has been found that employment of feedbacks similar to those of living systems 
allow essential structural simplification at description of appropriate processes. 
Increased interest in the dynamic phenomena observed in living systems (pro-
cesses) has been realised in the idea to use their experience for development of 
people creativity, especially as concerns new ideas and innovations helpful for the 
efficiency increase of defined activities. In particular, scientific results borrowed 
from the neurology could be interesting for managers. 

As a result of the above mentioned new methodical approaches a noticeable 
increase in significance is observed for the systems whose parameters and con-
nections are varying in time. In this regard, of particular importance are aggregated 
systems − i.e. those including definite subsystems (based on appropriate techno-
logical operations or technological activities) and following in a time sequence, 
from begging to end, in other words: which are processes. 

Another aspect of such systems (processes) to be stressed is that the opinions 
of clients have fundamental importance, both at the initial stage of realising a 
concrete process and after realisation of a concrete product or service. From the 
very beginning we must know: “what potential clients wish to acquire?” and, on 
the other hand: “is there assurance that the realised product or service will be 
accepted by potential clients?” Such formulation of the problem has recently given 
rise to the discipline called “Process management” (J. Michna et al.), especially 
focusing on the flexibility at meeting the wishes of potential clients. This problem 
has also contributed to the progress of general economical development and, 
therefore, also to speeding-up the technical, organizational, and management 
changes and the changes in the related methodical approaches. It also stressed the 
topicality of the “own”− that is, acquired through studies − knowledge. This, in 
turn, necessitates that appropriate postgraduate studies be organised as additional 
professional schooling methods − not only for workers, but also for managers. 

Socially-economic globalisation, also in the above mentioned scope, has 
caused a request for global information about the opinions of potential clients in 
relation to concrete processes (enterprises) and definite products or services. As a 
result, noticeable is the development of useful methods efficient in this scope. Of 
especial significance has become research into organisation of the systems 
(processes) having certain autonomy for realisation of concrete aims derived from 
the information on the opinions of potential clients. 
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Such strong general orientation towards clients has also contributed to 
essential increase in significance of the process management, and, as a result, to the 
creation of so-called process orientation. The orientation to clients needs complex 
and multidiscipline methodical approaches and has already been used for solving 
particular energy and environment conservation problems. 

Already at the beginning of 70-s of the past century, when − both in the 
socially-economic praxis and in the appropriate scientific research − applications of 
the system theory increased to a noticeable  extent, the rationalisation of energy 
consumption and, later on, rationalisation of environment conservation and the 
system thinking reached practical maturity. 

In that time an innovation of three management levels (based on logical 
thinking) was introduced: operative, strategic and normative (regulative) (J. Mich-
na et al.). 

As the background, specific methods were developed for the research into 
the mentioned 3-level management, giving emphasis on the appropriate complex 
management in the energy and environmental conservation scope. 

Since the management of the kind is to become a common practice in every 
socially-economic organisation, it is useful to analyse all potential energy and 
environment conservation activities on different aggregation levels − beginning 
with a technological process and ending with the whole industry as the association 
of municipal, agricultural, transport, and building sectors of the national economy 
in each country. In the analysis, the energy and environment conservation potential 
is to be defined for different aggregation levels, and especially for appropriate 
managers.   

5. RISK MANAGEMENT IN THE SCOPE OF ENERGY USE 

In all mentioned methodical problems it is possible to notice negative 
potential implications from the uncertainty sources. 

The results of scientific research carried out at the present time as well as  
analysis of the experience in this scope allow for the conclusion that − almost in all 
socially-economic problems − expansion of the relevant models indeed is helpful 
for making better diagnosis of a discussed problem, but, at the same time, it creates 
new sources of uncertainties which result from various uncertainties from the 
accessible information needed for appropriate calculations, methodical simplifi-
cations and non-knowledge. Therefore, of fundamental importance, in view of 
possible implications, are the effects of these uncertainties, and especially the 
probability of deviations from the planned effect of a definite activity (project) − 
i.e. risk. 

In the present situation, when implications from the global financial crises 
still exist, one necessity must be pointed out: in every socially-economic activity it 
is advisable (even mandatory) to carry out risk analyses. Therefore, in the official 
reports on the causes of existing world crises the wrong risk management 
(especially in the banking sphere) is indicated as most influential. 

From the extent of arising losses it is evident that new principles of the WB 
system's regulation are needed to avoid similar crises in the future, and the 
instrument for this purpose is to become the appropriate risk management. 

Helpful in the intensive development of the relevant risk management 
methods could be the results of research in this scope − e.g. carried out at the 
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International Centre of Energy and Environment Policy in Central and Eastern 
Europe countries (ICEEP). 

The ICEEP was initially organised for scientific research of the trans-
formation problems in Central and Eastern Europe countries, and especially for 
identifying the uncertainties stemmed from the so-called post-transformation 
conditions in these countries (J. Michna et al.). Currently, a general basic scope has 
been configured for appropriate scientific research into more efficient risk 
management, to which belong activities allowing early warning (before a risk 
source arises); identification of risk sources; evaluation of risk sources; risk 
steering and risk control connected with steering corrections. In the scope of 
energy and environment conservation, realisation of risk management was initially 
based on analysis of: 

• dispersions in the values of achieved parameters and connections, using 
appropriate models of definite energy and environment consumption 
processes; 

• dispersions in the appropriate unitary parameters (connections) of similar 
processes (in the own country, in foreign countries); 

• the own experience in managing the existing energy and environment 
consumption processes.  
Therefore, different methods were worked out which were basically helpful 

for particular conditions only and required very dissimilar approaches. As a result, 
the use of excessive simplifications and stiff approaches in the discussed scope can 
be observed   

In this connection it should be stressed that nowadays the praxis of 
exaggeration (both in a positive and in a negative sense) has become a common 
phenomenon and a cause of newly arising uncertainties and risk sources. The 
described situation calls for the use of complex thinking, putting in the forefront 
such notions as confidence (in all cooperation activities) and a good reputation. 

The appropriate risk management should be based on a very penetrating 
analysis of a definite system (process), with consideration of all potential dis-
turbances, fluctuations and technical, organisational and management changes. 
Only such a basic approach would allow simplifications (made using before the 
mentioned methods of sensitivity analysis) concerning the factors having influence 
on the behaviour of a definite system (process). Advantages of such an approach 
consist not only in the possibility to reveal negative phenomena, but also in the 
arising possibility to derive the potential of positive phenomena from commonly 
existing uncertainties. This means that we would be able to use such a “potential of 
chances” for development of a discussed system (process). 

Therefore we can call the risk management also the “chances’ management”. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The described methodical problems of the energy and environment use are 
in an important development phase, since the incessant financial world crisis is a 
clear illustration of negative consequences of ignoring them. In a drastic form 
noticeable are the negative results of the lack of common complex thinking as 
applied to the socially-economic development. In this phase it is necessary: 
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− to pose obstacles against the existing tendency for excessive simplifications 
of real systems (processes); 

− in every situation to assess admissibility of the used simplifications; 
− to recognise commonly existing uncertainties; 
− to arouse opposition against commonly existing exaggerated kinds of 

opinions (both positive and negative); 
− to develop activities against the economic criminality and too great 

diversification of the life levels in the world. 
As concerns the activities in the energy and environment conservation, at the 

ICPP appropriate research will be organised aiming at the efficiency improvement 
of presented methodical problems, giving particular attention to the management 
efficiency in this scope. 

Based on the results of previous research works carried out at the ICEEP, its 
further investigations and activities will be concentrated on the three basic 
directions: 

• general tendencies in economic development and the related modern 
management methods that can be adapted to local conditions; 

• replacement of specific local management conditions in compliance with 
modern tendencies in this scope; 

• creation of new − more efficient − risk management methods necessary for 
safeguarding the survival ability of appropriate processes (enterprises). 
As follows from the current state of the energy and environment conser-

vation activities in CEE countries, great dispersions in the evaluation of commonly 
used appropriate parameters and connections − both in a concrete system (process) 
and its surroundings − could be expected; therefore, very useful will be research 
and analysis of similar systems (processes) − especially concerning the causes of 
such dispersions, because they are also risk sources. 

Of particular value will become efficient risk management methods in the 
international organisations dealing with innovations, which implies dynamic and 
sometimes chaotic behaviour of systems (processes) under the conditions of non-
knowledge, involvement of the notions borrowed from other spheres (e.g. game 
theory), etc.. In this cooperation, probable policy of potential competitors should be 
considered, with the confidence between cooperation partners being brought to the 
fore. 

From the above it follows that global regulations should be worked out with 
the aim of avoiding the creation of financial crises similar to currently existing 
ones. Of especial importance for the discussed scope will be establishment of 
global duties on providing the appropriate risk management; decreasing the 
differences between real and virtual values; and decreasing the differences in the 
employee incomes.  
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K o p s a v i l k u m s  

Enerģijas un vides saglabāšanas problēmas tiek plaši pētītas un ir izstrādātas 
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